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Cancer is the second leading cause of death worldwide, accounting for 14% of all deaths, in the 
Americas, Europe, and the Western Pacific regions. Cervical cancer is the fourth most commonly 
occurring cancer in women and the eighth most commonly occurring cancer overall. There were 
over 500,000 new cases in 2018. Papanicolaou Smear Test is a commonly used method to detect the 
presence of precancerous and cancerous cells. The cells are identified based on the irregular shape 
and the enhancement of size of the nucleus. However, the visual screening done via Pap Test is not 
efficient enough since it can be subjective. The tests are prone to human errors, yield false negatives 
and positives and can take longer durations of times. Moreover, most of the Cervical Cancer cases 
are reported in developing and underdeveloped countries where the resources are limited. Hence, a 
computational approach is necessary towards the early detection of Cervical Cancer. In this study, 
thirteen (13) nuclear features were quantified and used to differentiate the cell images into two 
class/multiclass data based on their nuclear features. The data was then compared for a visual 
analysis of the cells by graphing varying relationships between the features using a software called 
Tableau. One of the main analysis methods used is called clustering and is based on the K-means 
algorithm which can group the data into one class based on its relativity to the average of that 
cluster.

The cervical cancer images taken from the Herlev University Pap Smear dataset served as the 
Ground Truth for analysis of nuclear characteristics. The greedy Active Contour Model (ACM) was 
used to isolate the nucleus of the cells. The nucleus tends to be the region of interest and by 
contouring the circumference of the nucleus, 13 distinctive features were quantified by using 
MATLAB. The nuclear region of the pre-cancerous cells are larger and misshaped when compared to 
normal cells and by finding the differences in shape, shape-based classification can be done. The 
quantified data was then input into an excel file which was generated to compare with the ground 
truth data obtained from the norup dataset. The visualizations were generated using Tableau by 
comparing one or more distinctive features and different patterns were observed which supported the 
hypothesis of differentiating between normal and subclasses of abnormal.

Figure 1: Normal Cell
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●Out of the 13 measured parameters, 6 parameters showed significant differences between abnormal 
and normal cell nuclei. 

●Nuclear Area, Nuclear Perimeter, Equivalent Diameter, Major Axis Length, MGP and Extent were 
the six features found to be significant through the visual analysis using Tableau. 

●Through the K-means clustering analysis in Tableau, the dataset was successfully distinguished 
between normal and abnormal cells and gave an 89.49% success percentage when compared 
between the two. In addition, the K-means clustering algorithm was also able to identify multiple 
classes within the non-labeled dataset within the abnormal class.

●Future studies may include identification of 7 clusters found in the bubble graph in Figure 6 and 
confirm the presence of 1 cluster of normal cells and the rest of abnormal cells.

●Another extension of this research is to collect data from different databases and apply the K-means 
clustering algorithm of Tableau to develop a consistency in result and to increase the accuracy of  
identifying the cell type.
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Figure 2: Abnormal Cell
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13 Nuclear Shape Parameters
●Convex Area
●Eccentricity
●Elongation
●Extent
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●MGP
●Nuclear  Area
●Nuclear Perimeter
●Nuclear Roundness
●Solidity

Figure 6: Bubble Graph - 
MultiClass
When comparing the clustered 
labeled packed bubble graphs to 
the known Ground Truth data, 
multiple classes are identified. 
Using the K-means clustering 
method in Tableau, it can be 
concluded that there are 
multiple classes identified 
within the abnormal (AB) 
category through the 7 different 
clusters formed with several 
features.

 Results

Figure 3: Heat Map 
The heat map consisting of six features in the columns, 315 cells in the rows and 
the color gradient represents the range of values for the nuclear feature. Nuclear 
Area, Nuclear Perimeter, Equivalent Diameter and Major Axis Length showed a 
clear distinction between normal, mild, moderate and severe cells whereas The 
range of values for MGP and Extent were not significant to distinguish the classes 
of cells.

Figure 4: Scatter Plot
When comparing the 
clustered scatter plots to 
the known Ground Truth 
data, the clustered scatter 
plots showed an 89.49% 
accuracy in 
differentiating between 
the Normal and 
Abnormal cells. Overall, 
by using Tableau’s 
clustering analysis 
through the k-means 
algorithm, the 
non-labeled dataset was 
successfully clustered 
into normal (N) and 
abnormal (AB) cells. 

The objective of this project is to quantify thirteen nucleus shape features to determine how the 
various shape features could differentiate normal and abnormal cells, and to examine the accuracy of 
prediction of classification of these cells into normal and abnormal.

●AGP
●Major Axis Length
●Minor Axis Length
●Equivalent Diameter

Figure 5: Bubble Graph - Two 
Class
When comparing the clustered 
labeled packed bubble graphs to 
the known Ground Truth data, 
the clustered bubble graphs also 
show an 89.49% accuracy when 
differentiating between the 
Normal and Abnormal cells. By 
using a different method of 
visualization: packed bubble 
graph, we can visualize how the 
normal (N) and abnormal (AB) 
cells are differentiated without 
labels using the K-means 
algorithm.  

Table 1:  Mean ± 
Standard Deviation of 
six distinctive features 
identified. Patterns can 
be determined by 
analyzing the variation 
in values amongst 
normal, mild, moderate 
and severe cells.  


